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+ What drives teaching effectiveness 
ratings? 
 Faculty expertise 

 Comprehensibility 

 Fairness in evaluation 

 Real-world relevance 

 Individual learning 

 Student performance 
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+ TIES reports 
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+ TIES reports 
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Novembe

Relevance 

Organization 

Clarity 

Intentional 
communication 



+ Research shows that ratings are 
driven by  
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 Attractiveness 

 Enthusiasm 

 Attitude 

 Responsiveness 

 Organization 

 

 



+ So, how do we make the 
best impression on these 
dimensions? 
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+ Leadership Style 

 Leadership style refers to the pattern of behavior a leader 
adopts to plan, organize, motivate, and control 

 Style is a function of the extent to which a leader: 
 Listens 
 Sets goals and standards 
 Develops action plans (short- and long-range) 
 Directs others 
 Gives feedback 
 Rewards and punishes 
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+ Where Does Leadership Style  
Come From? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is no “right” or “wrong” leadership styleThe most effective style will vary with the demands of the situation, including:Team members’ experienceTeam members’ strengths and weaknessesTask complexityTime pressureRisks resulting from underperformancesResources availableCulture or norms of the environment



+ Basic Leadership Styles 

Coercive Authoritative 

Affiliative Democratic 

Pacesetting Coaching 

 Although leaders face 
an unlimited range of 
situations, research 
finds six basic styles, 
or patterns of 
behavior, that leaders 
apply to the situations 
they encounter: 

 Is there a “best” 
leadership style? 
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+ The coercive style 

 Primary objective: securing immediate compliance 
 When using this style, a leader: 
 Provides clear directives without soliciting others’ input or listening 

to their reactions 
 Maintains tight control through frequent visits, reports, and other 

forms of close monitoring 
 Relies on negative corrective feedback to emphasize what is being 

done wrong and what must be corrected 
 Uses occasional attention-getting strategies to ensure compliance  
 Clearly indicates negative consequences of non-compliance 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In your reading, this is called the directive style – terms are interchangeableMotto: Do this!When is this useful?Emergency, when serious consequences will ensue – efficient results, no time to gather data, do not want discretionExamples: war, surgery, stop-losses in trading Shock people into new ways of workingProblem employees (when all else has failed)How does it make people feel? Not so good! Demotivated, uninspired, low morale, like they are not valuable themselvesGood as clean-up strategy, short-term, but then follow up with thanks and vision and getting people to understand bigger picture and how they contributeProblem: more you use it, the more you have to use itIf everybody knows that you will tell them what to do, they will wait until you tell them what to do! Heroic leader good once, but more than once, people will not feel empowered to do things on their ownSo: be judicious about when to use it, only when neededStrategic or tactical?  TacticalTo what personal value is this tied?  Need for achievement



+ Use the coercive style for . . . 

 Outlining course deliverables 

 Presenting assignments 

 Drawing up and discussing grading rubrics 

 Enforcing class policies 

 Correcting inappropriate classroom conduct 
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+ The authoritative style 

 Primary objective: providing long-term direction and vision for 
the team 

 When using this style, a leader: 
 Develops and articulates a clear vision and direction 
 Obtains others’ perspective on vision and how to achieve it, but 

makes clear who is in charge 
 Sees influencing others as key leadership activity 
 Explains the “whys” behind the vision in terms of the organization’s 

and department’s best interests 
 Sets standards, monitors performance relative to vision 
 Balances positive with negative feedback to motivate 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be careful: authoritative does not mean authoritarian – can also call this visionaryMotto: Come with meWhen is this appropriate?All the time – the most effective dominant strategyWhy?  If everybody understands the goal, where they fit in, how they contribute, and why they are valuable, they will manage themselves toward that goal – your work is done!Especially useful when organization is adrift or when change is necessary, and leaders must set new goals and sell the new vision to the peopleDoes not have to be time intensive – can just be a few words connecting people to the overall visionIs this only appropriate for high-level managers?  NO!  Important at all levels – everybody needs to know how they fit into the vision and how they are contributingMight also have lower-level goals, so need project- or team-level strategy and goalsCan be useful for peers – everybody can use thisHow does this make people feel?  Empowered, connectedStrategic or tactical?  StrategicTo what personal value is this tied?  Need for socialized power



+ Use the authoritative style for . . . 

 The first few paragraphs of your syllabus 

 The opening 10 minutes of your first lecture 

 The first/last few minutes of each class session (takeaways) 

 The first few lines of each email 

 Interacting with class reps 

 Collecting and discussing course feedback 

 Discussing graded assignments 

 “Asking” for input on course changes 
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+ The affiliative style 

 Primary objective: creating harmony among team 

 When using this style, a leader: 
 Focuses on promoting friendly interaction 
 Puts task direction, goals, and standards second to meeting others’ 

emotional needs 
 Takes steps to meet the needs of the “whole person” (e.g., job 

security, work-family tradeoffs) 
 Identifies opportunities for positive feedback and avoids 

performance-related confrontations 
 At times, rewards personal characteristics as much as job 

performance 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Motto: People come firstValues individuals and their emotions more than tasks and goals – keep employees happy and create harmonyManaging through building emotional bonds, loyalty, guilt (in extreme cases)When is this useful?When working intensely togetherAfter merger, want to calm people’s nervesWhen organization is going through rough time, need to repair broken trust, increase morale and communicationProblems:View leader as friend more than leader – people start asking wrong questions: how can I please this person, rather than how can I be most effective, so confusingNot enough feedback on performance, so not as effective as possibleWant not only to make people feel good, but to make them feel good and to be effective, so best to use this in combination with other strategiesStrategic or tactical?  TacticalTo what personal value is this tied?  Need for affiliation



+ Use the affiliative style for . . .  

 Making yourself more approachable and vulnerable 
 Self-deprecating humor 
 Sharing a few personal details 
 Noting students’ life events  
 NB: Use this in a measured way 

 Eliciting personal experience from students for the purposes of 
class discussion 

 Opening and closing emails 
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+ Tip: E-mails that make everybody’s 
life easier 
 Organization matters! 

 Students do not read the syllabus 
 They will ask you hundreds of questions 
 You cannot tell them to buzz off 
 They genuinely will not know what they are supposed to do next 

 Save yourself effort and win organization points by sending a 
stylized email after each class 
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+ The democratic style 

 Primary objective: building commitment and consensus  

 When using this style, a leader: 
 Gives others full participation in setting the direction of the work 

team and establishing the plans to achieve it 
 Emphasizes the importance of consensus in group-decision making 

processes 
 Listens carefully to team members for their ideas 
 Rewards team performance, rather than addressing the “stars” and 

the “averages” with distinct feedback 
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Presentation Notes
Motto: What do you think?When is this useful?  When you need innovation, creativity, fresh ideasWhen you want buy-in and want to give people voice When you are uncertain and need input/expertise**NB: this cannot be an empty gestureBenefits: people are committed, they are on the hook, because they have contributed to the decision – difficult to say I’m not responsible when comes time for implementation; public commitment to solutionProblems: Takes time – can you wait?Do employees have enough expertise? Diffuses responsibility, must live with decision, so riskyIf seen as inauthentic, it will ruin your credibility and others’ morale.  If you come with your own agenda and pretend to build consensus, you will be seen as highly coerciveYou can go in stating that the final decision is yours, and then people at least feel that they have voiceDo not do this if you are not willing to be persuadedProbably over-used, because rarely do benefits actually outweigh costsStrategic or tactical? StrategicTo what personal value is this tied?  Need for socialized power



+ Use the democratic style for . . . 

 Answering questions for which you do not know the answers 

 Settling issues for which you genuinely do not have a 
preference 

 NB: Do not “pretend” to use the democratic style – it destroys 
your credibility 
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+ The pacesetting style 

 Primary objective: accomplishing tasks to a high standard of 
excellence 

 When using this style, a leader: 
 Leads by example, or “modeling,” anticipating that others 

understand rationale for what is being modeled 
 Works mostly individually 
 Delegates demanding tasks only to outstanding performers who 

need little instruction  
 Exerts tight control over poor performers by explicit task instruction 

or removing responsibilities 
 Promotes individualized effort rather than teamwork 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Motto: Do as I do, now!When is it useful?When you are a peer leaderWhen all are motivated by achievement and are competent to achieveWhen you are setting new standards and want to demonstrate what is possibleIn a crisis/ when short-handed Problems: Only works when employees are competent, motivated, and have little need for direction/coordination Poor performers will never get there, will be less motivatedPeople feel as if you do not trust themTends not to give sufficient feedbackDoes not communicate any vision, strategy, direction – job of the leader!Really problematic if not used in conjunction with authoritative or coaching stylesStrategic or tactical?  TacticalTo what personal value is this tied?  Need for achievement ** Look at readings on Curse of the superstar CEO, coaching the alpha male



+ Use the pacesetting style for . . .  

 Never?  Not really consistent with instructors’ role 

 Maybe use stylized stories or examples to demonstrate that 
what you are asking of your students is feasible 
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+ The coaching style 

 Primary objective: long-term professional development  
 When using this style, a leader: 
 Helps others identify strengths and weaknesses 
 Helps others establish long-range development goals in light of their 

strengths and weaknesses 
 Uses listening and open-ended questions to encourage others to 

solve their own work problems 
 Gives feedback on performance and development 
 May trade off immediate performance for long-term development, 

sees mistakes as learning opportunities 
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Presentation Notes
Motto: Try thisWhen is it useful?MentoringLeadership development programsPerformance managementHow does it make people feel?Valued – you are investing a lot of time into them!Problems:Only works when people are aware of their weaknesses and want to improveNeed to have expertise to helpTrade-off between performance and developmentStrategic or tactical?  StrategicTo what personal value is this tied?  Need for affiliation



+ Use the coaching style for . . . 

 Students asking for advice with real-world issues 

 One-on-one tutoring and mentoring 

 Remedial students 
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+ Comparing more/less experienced 
leaders (self report) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This data includes five Kaiser sessions, three Global Health sessions, two Weitz, two Statoil, two Navigant, two Berkeley administration sessions, one Cal Athletics session, Bio-Rad, Schneider Electric, BeXL, and this past term's BCEMBA students.  



Comparing men and women 
(self-report) 

2
5 

Sample: 
Men= 434 
Women=389 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This data includes five Kaiser sessions, three Global Health sessions, two Weitz, two Statoil, two Navigant, two Berkeley administration sessions, one Cal Athletics session, Bio-Rad, Schneider Electric, BeXL, and this past term's BCEMBA students.  Why Bossy Is Better for Rookie Managers, HBR May 2012Nobody likes to be bossed around. Numerous studies, including my own, have shown that a collaborative management style is usually best. But there’s an important exception. New leaders who are perceived as having low status—because of their age, education, experience, or other factors—face different rules. They get better ratings and results from their teams when they take charge, set the course, and tell subordinates what to do. For those bosses, it pays to be bossy.This conclusion is based on two experiments. In the first, 68 current and former business school students watched video clips of people portraying team leaders and rated their effectiveness on a scale from one to seven. An inexperienced leader who was just 32 years old and had graduated from a second-tier school got an average rating of 4.25 when he told team members what to do, compared with only 3.55 when he solicited their opinions. In the second experiment, 216 people, most of them undergraduates, were placed on four-person teams working on a complex computer-based task and were instructed to solve problems with the fewest possible clicks of the mouse. Team leaders played either high- or low-status roles and used either directive or participative styles. Low-status leaders who took a directive approach received higher ratings from their teams in terms of both confidence and effectiveness (their scores on these measures averaged 4.76 and 4.52, respectively) than low-status leaders who took a participative approach (their scores averaged 4.01 and 4.19). And teams with low-status directive leaders performed better (108 clicks to solve a problem) than those with low-status participative leaders (126 clicks). If these results seem counterintuitive, imagine this: You’re on an experienced team that gets an unfamiliar leader. You look for clues about his status—How old is he? How does he dress? Where did he train?—and form an assessment accordingly. If he seems to be a lightweight, you’ll probably resist his attempts to influence you. And if he asks for your input, chances are even greater that you’ll view him as lacking in competence. But if he’s directive and assertive, you’ll take that as confidence, and you’ll come to see him as more able than you first thought. His perceived capabilities will rise. It should come as no surprise that the leaders who were viewed as the most confident and effective—and whose teams performed the best—were the high-status participative leaders. That finding is in line with everything we’ve heard for decades about collaborative management. As long as a leader is viewed as experienced and knowledgeable, team members prefer and perform better under a participative style. High-status leaders who give orders are viewed as less confident and less effective, and the performance of their teams suffers. New managers should gauge team members’ perceptions. If you sense that you’re viewed as experienced and competent, it’s best to give subordinates a say. But if you sense that you’re seen as a low-status boss, you’re better off setting the agenda, establishing a clear direction, and putting people to work on what you think needs to be done. Only after your status has risen should you introduce a more collaborative style. Stephen J. Sauer is an assistant professor of organizational studies at Clarkson University. 



+ Leadership style and effectiveness 

 Coercive leaders’ teams recorded lower risk-taking behavior, 
lower clarity on organizational goals, less teamwork, loyalty and 
commitment 

 Authoritative leaders’ teams report higher organizational 
standards and conformity  

 Affiliative leaders’ teams report greater warmth but are less 
clear about goals and less likely to take entrepreneurial risks 

 Democratic leaders’ teams report lower standards and risk 
taking, and want greater individual responsibility 

 Pacesetting leaders’ teams report higher flexibility, responsibility 
and standards 
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+ Leadership style and effectiveness 

 Appropriate use of the democratic and coaching styles predicts 
higher performance in: 
 Sales operations  
 R&D-intensive organizations 

 Appropriate use of the authoritative style predicts higher 
performance in: 
 Manufacturing organizations 
 Military organizations 
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+ Building your leadership style 
portfolio 

 Build awareness of different styles  

 Practice new behaviors in low-risk situations 

 Ask people you trust for feedback on how you are doing and 
how you can improve 

 Watch others’ leadership styles and emulate their behavior 

 Develop an action plan – be intentional! 

 Remember that there is no “best” way to lead 
 You will get the most leverage from understanding when, how, and 

with whom to use each style 
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+ Take-aways 
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